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Uniswap (UNI)

There is a clear potential to the
upside for UNIUSD, nonetheless,
price action remains dormant at a
key demand level. Bulls are
remaining neutral across the
current levels with no major spikes 
 on the daily or weekly timeframe.
Even though Uniswap remains at
the top of the ranking, the assets
have experienced one of the worst-
performing quarters in its record. 

The asset is 79% away from its all-
time highs (May 21), therefore, if
the crypto market recovers its
bullish momentum, there is a high
probability for UNIUSD of reversing
and producing a robust corrective
move. 
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Aave (AAVE)

AAVE is close to reaching an offloading zone
for bulls before the downtrend accelerates
the losses. The pair needs to defend the last
support at $110-$100, otherwise, bears will
drop the price back to the $40 historical low.
Price action suggests that a reversal is
nowhere in sight, with the daily timeframe
showing no signs of rejection. 

AAVEUSD is currently 80% away from ATHs
(May 21). For AAVEUSD to initiate recovery
and propel a trend-altering rally, a "Bullish
Engulfing" candlestick must be printed right
above the $110 support level. Once a
rejection has occurred, a breakout of the
descending triangular formation is also a
must. A full bullish rally could only be
confirmed by the two previous technical
elements. 
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PancakeSwap (CAKE)
Pancake's supporters have been
evaluating a bearish panorama
after the coin broke the last line of
defence at $9.55. The asset slipped
4% as price action moves further to
the downside this morning. At the
time of this analysis, CAKEUSD is in
a price discovery phase with the
pair currently trading at $6.28.  

CAKEUSD is 85% away from all-time
highs (April 21). Unless the daily
timeframe starts to reject the
current demand level, CAKE is
definitely not in a sweet spot as
price action could keep turning
negative. 
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Curve DAO Token (CRV)

CRVUSD is at a critical demand zone.
Bulls need to defend the $2-$1.90
support to prevent a potential
fallout. The overall weekly trend has
not turned bullish yet. The recent
breakout a few days ago still
requires more thrust to find a
sustained close above the $2.5
resistance zone.

At the time of this report, CRV is
trading at $2.37, which converges
with the 78.6%  retracement level of
the Fibonacci. If this last retracement
level is not respected, bears will 
 prevent the bulls from turning the
tide in their favour and push the
price lower until the $1 value zone. 
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Synthetix Network Token (SNX)
As the bearish phase heightened,
SNX kept falling below the $4.30
support zone. The asset is now
facing its last challenge: its year-long
support at the $2 mark. The altcoin
has officially matched the Oct 20
lows, with its price over 80% away
from ATHs (Feb 21). 

For the trend to shift, bulls must
manage to break the descending
channel which has been respected
since the start of 2021. If the
technical pattern is invalidated, the
altcoin will finally see the end of its
staggering ROI and provide massive
returns for investors on HODL. 
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Yearn.finance (YFI)
Yearn Finance marked approx. a 77%
retracement since it recorded its
historical high in May 21. The asset
has followed a downtrend lead by a
descending channel on the weekly
timeframe. The trajectory has been
respected on several occasions, with
no major breakout of its upper band.
The last support to be defended by
the bulls remains at $10.5K. Bulls
must reject the this value zone to
prevent a further breakdown. 

If the $10K crucial price point is
rejected, the outlook could turn
significantly bullish as the last time
YFIUSD bounced from this level was
back on Nov 20 (providing 1000% ROI
in the months after the event). 
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Compound (COMP) Similar to the majority of the Yield Farming
tokens, COMPUSD price action is in risky
territory for bulls as bears are taking over
once again. In the last week, bulls have
been unfit to break the descending channel
and produce a shift in the momentum.  The
descending channel highlighted in black is
still providing a dynamic temporary ceiling
for this pair, which limits its upside
momentum. 

Bulls need to defend the $110-$100 range
strongly, otherwise, the asset is set to
collapse to new lows as it will enter a price
discovery phase. Any bounce from the
range could provide over 500% in ROI (until
the first resistance level at $550-$500. A
bullish breakout could possibly leverage a
second move back to all-time highs (which
represents a 800% ROI).
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Sushi (SUSHI)
SUSHI price shows a continuation of its
bearish pattern as the asset continues to
break crucial supports.  The descending
channel warns of major lows ahead, with
targets such as the $2 and the $0.6 zones. 

SUSHIUSD has struggled to break the
bearish technical tunnel formed in March
2021, and now the asset is 86% away from
ATHs. Bulls are close to facing the last
support structure before entering a price
discovery phase. 

The bearish momentum appears to be
decelerating on the daily timeframe,
nonetheless, the only confirmation for a
long entry will be the breakout of the
descending channel and a significant
rejection at the next critical zone of $2-$0.6. 
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